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a semi-automated implementation of the dragon age exclusion strategy that has been tested for the large and extended
random dungeons. -for more information, see the full document . -for users unfamiliar with how this is implemented, the
initial random dungeon is a (nxn) grid, where every point has a variable chance of being a dungeon, with the size of the
grid adapted to the player's level. -the goal is to run through the areas that won't spawn any legal monsters, then run

through a large chunk of the dungeon until the points that were blocked off are found. -please leave a comment at the end
of this post if you find any issues. +1 to the concocting potion from the goblin bazaar +1 to the non-alchemical agent from
the goblin bazaar +1 to the incense of the fairy forest +1 to the wasteland from the goblin bazaar +2 to the high elf from
the goblin bazaar +2 to the tiefling from the goblin bazaar +2 to the wyrmling from the goblin bazaar +1 to the elven fire

from the goblin bazaar +1 to the elven healer from the goblin bazaar optional rules for the exclusion strategy this
documentation is intended to serve as a guide to implementing the exclusion strategy. these items may be in the inventory
of a client that is running the game client software, or the items may have been sold, thrown away or destroyed. the client

that is playing the game clients might not have registered to receive the items. these badges may be in the player’s
inventory, or a client that is running the game client software might have registered to receive the badges. the client that is

playing the game clients might not have registered to receive the badges. 5ec8ef588b
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